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THE PROJECT

To analyze xxx, critically examine xxx, and determine xxx

>> goal: make clear at the beginning what  you aim to achieve. If it is not clear 

to the viewer why this goal is important, explain that

>> goal: explain your approach: analyze data, policies, statements; apply 

critical thinking to xxx, including assumptions and implicit values; determine 

xxx based on evidence, logic, and my values and assumptions about the 

world. {Assume that most viewers will be unfamiliar with this approach}

ISSUES

Major issue

•sub-issues

•sub-issues

Major issue

•sub-issues

•sub-issues

Major issue

•sub-issues

•sub-issues

>> goal: grab attention by perceptively presenting the complexity involved

< VISUAL >

Related to issues & goal

SOME KEY TERMS

Term 1: definition(s) (include multiple definitions if appropriate)

Term 2: definition(s) (include multiple definitions if appropriate)

Term 3: definition(s) (include multiple definitions if appropriate)

>> goal: inform audience & show complexities in definitions

CRITICAL INFORMATION <or CURRENT SITUATION>

Scientific data about the issue, with evidence to support it

< VISUAL >

That supports and illustrates this information

CRITICAL INFORMATION

Social scientific and historical info about society, with evidence to 

support and illustrate

< VISUAL >

That supports & illustrates

ASSUMPTIONS AND VALUES

Environmental and social policies are based not only on data and logic 

but also assumptions about the nature of the world and values 

concerning people and the environment. These assumptions often go 

unrecognized but are crucial to determining the best policy. 

Conventional assumptions and values

Xxxxx

Xxxx

Xxxx

Problems with those assumptions and values

Xxxx

Xxxx

Assumptions and values needed for environmental sustainability, social 

justice, and a economic well-being.

Xxxxxxx

Xxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxx

CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF POLICIES

One or more policies and practices (either currently in place or 

proposed) that you disagree with.

Xxxxxxxxx

Xxxxxxxxx

Analyze the support and bases for each policy and practice.

Xxxxxxxxxx

Xxxxxxxxxxx

Evaluate the relative merits and problems of each policy, based on data, 

logic, and assumptions/values

Xxxxxxxxxxxx

Xxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

YOUR POLICY

Outline the policy you propose.

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Xxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

Analyze the support and bases for your view (particularly in light of the 

potential problems and limitations). 

Xxxxxxxxxxxx

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Xxxxxxxxxxxx

Xxxxxxxxxxx

Note potential problems and limitations in your view.

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

< VISUAL >

That supports & illustrates

WHAT IS TO BE DONE

Given your policy, outline what should be done by governments, 

businesses, other organizations, and individuals.

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Note the how and when for these actions.

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Possible obstacles

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

SOURCES


